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Bringing efficient and confident leadership back to student government forms me
backbone of me campaign launched this
week by Colleen Shanley, candidate for SGA
president.
"Next year SGA has to reassert its own
integrity," she said.
Shanley said this year had been "disastrous," and me attitude of me Executive
Board was to let me Assembly guide themselves. ''The challenge is to give me Assembly direction and put them back on track,"
Slated Shanley.
According to Shanley, Assem bly members
need to know more about proposals before
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this week off from classes at
University to hit the campai&Jl
trail, Sean Spicer is shooting for the position
of SGA president.
Spicer cites his experience at American
University as one of me motivating factors
for his campaign. While there, he discovered,
"what me college has and has not done for me
while Iwas away." The fact that Connecticut
College's financial aid does not travel with
students studying away, housing troubles for
returning students, and a lack of information
about the college while studying away are
three issues important in his campaign.
The number one item on the SGA agenda,
however, is to get students interested in student governance once again, he said. To do
this, he plans to address issues that more
Taking
American

meetings and interaction between senators
and the ExecutiveBoardshould
be facililated
better.
"Last year mere was a lot of miscommunication. The Executive Board would domi-

directly affect student's lives, such as im-

proving f inancial aid and class size.
''The next president has to ... really make
an effort to let me students know mat the SGA
Executive Board meetings at me beginning
isn't just a wasteful bunch of people getting
Colleen Shanley
Sean Spicer
of the week ... It tended to intimidate the
together on a Thursday night doing nothing.
Assembly," she said.
It's a position mat has power that can bring
One idea Shanley offered to improve parSpicer served as a house senator during his
for positions from the beginning. Said issues mat are germaine to the student body to
ticipation and cooperation is to reserve a Shanley, "I'd like to send a letter to all the forefront and work with the administrasophomore year and was senator of Harkness
dining room for informal meetings for stu- freshmen saying ... If you care about these tion and work with the students as one to this year until his departure for Washington.
dent government leaders.
His experience as senator has given him inissues get on there." Revitalizing
the As- bring these issues together instead of being an
"[The weekly meals] would hopefully cut
administrative tool," Spicer said.
sight into "realizing what it's all about and
sembly
and encouraging
involvement
out a lot of the confusion that happens in
Spicer believes he can help reinstate the
what it's not all about," he said. Spicer has
areprocesses
that have to start from "day
discussions ... a lot of the stupid questions
integrity of SGA and plans to both invite the
served on the Alcohol Policy Recommendaone," she said.
that come up, a lot of me repetition of the
of freshmen and make beuer
tions Committee,
me Food Committee, ID1d
Shanley also addressed the issue of the participation
same points over and over again. A lot of mat
He also
the Shareholders Responsibility Comminee.
deteriorating
relationship
between the ad- use of the establisbed committees.
could be cut out if Assembly members are
intends \0 eliminate the creation o{Umind\ess
ministration and SGA.
Spicer intends \0 take a direct role in deci'C' -BooJ:: changes. ..
.
able to discuss the issues beforehand.·· She
'·1 do know' thai: this year I pc:fCeive Iihe
sion making. In
platform, he said. "J will
Th further de1lC1OpnJent
of the Asst::Inb1y~
change d.e 10k of pn!/Sidcnf by becoIning an
relations between the Executive Board' and
said.
active and voling member of the Assembly.
Spicer supports more training ot senarors.
Shanley stressed involvement in SGA, the administration as very poor," she said.
In the past few years the president has taken a
"Students are supposed to he involved in One form of training would be mandatory
saying, "If elected I would like to be actively
backseat in bringing forth proposals and acthe decisionmaking process," she said, add- leadership workshops with specific emphasis
involved in creating an Assembly."
ing that there has been "blatant disregard" of on SGA procedures, an experience that tively participating in debafe. 11 will be my
Shanley said she would target freshmen
goal to end this tradition."
would increase senators' participation ..
this in the past year.
and class councils to get more people running

nate the discussion because they were well
informed about the issues, [and] they had

ms

Sa veena Dhall has pledged to use her experience for the betterment of the college's
academics and policies. While at the college,
she said, she has been "given the opportunity
to see the perspectives of adminstrators, faculty, and students on academic and non-

academic issues." Citing her work on various
committees, Dhall said she has the knowledge and experience to represent the student
body as the chair of academic affairs.
As CCASA political chair/vice president
and a member of MSSC, Dhall believes she
has been exposed to many curricular issues,
"as well as other academic affairs," that are of
the utmost importance to Connecticut Col-

lege students. Dhall is also a representative
on me International
Studies Faculty Commi nee and a member of the College Diversity

Committee.
According to Dhall, the greatest challenges facing the chair of academic affairs
are class size, re-evaluation
of me General
Education requirements
and evaluation of
the implementation
of the 3:2 plan.
Asked how she would tackle problems
surrounding the 3:2 plan, Dhall suggested

increased communication

between faculty

and students to see "what solutions can come
forth and how we can implement them."
Regarding
re-evalution
of the General
Education
requirements,
Dhall acknowledged that "therearea lotof loopholes" in me
program and " it is not very planned and

Running

unopposed

for Judiciary

chair is Julie DeGennaro. a current member
of ihe.f-Board and the Executive Board ofthe
Junior Class Council. She also served on her

class council the previous year .In addition to
these positions, she said working in dining
services has prepared her for serving as chair,
in that she has been able "to interact with
everyone who passes through there."
DeGennaro said the greatest challenge facing the future J-Board chair will be following
through on recent reforms made by the cutrent chair, Molly Embree. She particularly
stressed the importance of establishing
me
two new adminstrative positions education

structured."
According to Dha/I, departments
need to
be examined.
"General Education is a big part of of our
liberal arts education," said Dhall, supporting the continuation of guidelines, in some
form. "It is not an extra burden, rather we'd
get a lot of well-rounded liberal art students
by letting them go through a specific plan,"
she said.
Wim a background in multicultural issues,
Dhall advocates broad-based
implernentation of diversity opportunities, as opposed to
one specific, mandatory area requirement.
Dhall believes it is extremely important to
keep me student body well informed about

issues such as "class size. course offerings.

Saveena Dhall

General Education, distribution of courses,
organization of sabbaticals."
She also wants
to see the Board of Advisory Chairs "more
involved with interdepartmental
academic

issues."

Board

Julie DeGennaro

officer and investigative

officer.

DeGennaro said these positions will alleviate some of the responsibilities
of the chair,
enabling that person to hold more contact
sessions with the student body.
DeGennaro supports a vote of affirmation
for the Honor Code, but questions whether
the clause should be binding or non-binding.
If it were binding, she Slated, "we could do
away with the system and never get it back."
But DeGennaro said it would be "pointless" for students to vote year after year if
nothing would really be changed.
She believes the vote should be nonbinding for !he fltSt year, giving SGA a
chance to correct problems infernally. After
that she thinks it could be switched to a
binding vote.
DeGennaro
favors publicized
roll call
votes of J-Board decisions,
because she
supports increased accountability.
Under the current system, she believes
students view me Board as a kind of "Slat
chamber." Wim public votes. students could
understand that "there are people who dissent, and reasons why people dissent. "
According to DeGennaro, the vote represents a majority the board supports, but ultimate decisions cannot ignore that "there have
been questions and problems along me way."
DeGennaro is in favor of maintaining confidentiality.
"This is a small campus and
people do make mistakes," she explained.
However, she said the J-Board chair should
represent the views of the school and if a
majority wereopposed to confidentiality, she
would support that decision,
DeGennaro views the role of J·Board chair
on SGA, "as a liaison between the Board and
SGA."

(
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~TIONS
-

App~arlng on Ibis page are Tit.
ColI.g. Voic. Edilorial
Board's
recom .. ~ndalions
for Ibe SGA
We recommend CoIIteIt SIuuaIey for the position of SGA presidenL With extensive experience in student government, a reputation for
EsKUliv~ Board and Young Alumni
tboughtfulleadetship and a detnonstr3Ied ability to understand broader issues and long-term raJmficau~ns, Shanley can serve the student body
True .. elediollS. Tile Colkg. Voic.
well. Her background has spanned commiuees, Class Council, the Assembly and the Executive Board, gIVIngher an mvaluable and unique
Board bopes Ibest recommendations,
perspective into the organizational dynamics of student governmenL In addition, Shanley has pledged to reinvigorate student government
rtad In conjunction wilb !he addilional
internally and externally, with concrete ideas for improved Assembly participation and a willingn,:," to tackle issues with tJ;e administration
coverag~, will enbanc~ Ib~ ~Ieclion
and faculty professionally. Her campaign has cited effectiveness, administrative relations, academic Issues, diversity, and the CollegeCemer
proc ess,
project as major issues facing student government within the next year. We concur with her initial assessment of these challenges and are
Tbes~ recommendations
art Dot
confident
that Shanley is the best qualified candidate for this important position during this critical time.
~ndors~m~nlS In Ibal Ib~y do nol
n~cessarily
r~flecl supporl
of a
candidacy; ralber !hey are suggtSlions
10 the communily as 10 whicb of !he
available candidales are besl quallro«l
10 bold Ibe posllions. Bolh declar~
We recommend Robin Swimmer for the position of SGA vice president. Swimmer is set apart from the other candidates because she has
clndida't"Ci and write ..in campaigns
served
on the Finance Committee and clearly understands the complexities of the budget process, qualifications which we believe are essential
present viabltoptioDS lor the voters and
to
the
successful
and timely completion of the vice president's primary responsibilities. In addition, Swimmer's call for expanding the target
werr invited to partkipate in the Yoke
pool to increase contributions under the Umbrella Plan and goals toresearch the dorm dues system and the legality of charging additional fees
recommendallon process.
for alcohol illustrate a commitment to larger financial issues. We recognize that Swimmer has been a member of an SGA which has had its
These decisions were based on an
weaknesses this year and hope that she will work to use her knowledge of college channels to bring leadership to the Executive Board.
entire
day of interviews
and
deliberalions. In addilion, Editorial
Board members attended
Speechl
Debate Nighl and reconvened after Ihe
event to finalize the suggestions. All

PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT

recommendations

were reached

CHAIR OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

by

consensus with some editors stepplng
down when biases were an issue.
Each
SGA
Executive
Board
candidate was asked two standard
questions and a third, which was
specirlc to the position, follow~ by an
open queslionlanswer period.

We recommend Saveena Dhall for the position of chair of academic affairs. While Dhall has not worked specifically with the Board of
Academic Chairs. she has served as a strong member of several committees which examine and address curricular and academic issues,
including the Minority Student Steering Committee, the college's Diversity Committee and the International Studies Faculty CommiUee.
Her leadership on these bodies combined with a commitment to the pressing issues of class size, course distribution and offerings. General
Education requirements, and sabbatical scheduling make her candidacy strong. Dhall's insight into the importance of the increased
cooperation between advisory chairs in interdepartmental issues indicates an acute organizational ability. We were particularly impressed
by her stance on diversity, which advocates the broad implementation of multicultural and ethnic studies as opposed to the creation of a
mandatory general education area requiremenL Given these considerations, we believe Dhall is significantly qualified for the position.

Standard Questions:
What rour experiences han you had that
best qUalify you ror the posJtlon you seek?
What do you predict will be the single
greatest challenge for the position you seek
In the next year and how would you meet It?

JUDICIARY BOARD CHAIR

Slt«\f\c Quest\ons:
PnsitiIMl."
How
Id.T06l .".~

tIN rw. 0' u.r SGA
pl'ftlk/~nl on 1M admlnl!ltratlre cabinet and

how do you foresee your particular
leadership on this body?
Vice President:

Vice Presidents have at times supported
increased monitoring of club spending in
order to minimize risks of debt. Some have
argued, however,
tbat strict scrutiny
undennlnesdub
autonomy. How woukl you
handle these dltferlng penpectlves1
eluJir 0/ Aca4,....k AJfaJn:
Review of general education WIIS slated as a
major laue for this year, but seems to bave
Progressed slowly. How do you envision
general education and would you support a
mandatory diversity requirement?
JouIkf4ry Booni C,",;,:
Tbere has been talk of. vote of amrmaUoD
on the Honor Code. Do you support such a
step?
SACC,",;,:
The SAC chair not only serves as a primary
planner of SAC events, but also acts as a
scheduling
liaison
with
smaller
organJzations. How do you plan on working
with dubs to coordinate a diverse, strong
calendar of events?
Pdlic R,.1otio1t1Director:
What role do you believe PR should play 10
elfortstoeam students' and administrators'
respect for student government and what
measures would yOlllmplement to meet tbls
goal?

fr.we reco~mendJulie DeGennaro for the position of Judiciary Board chair. DeGennaro, as junior ciass J-Board representative this year
o d~;.xpen~nce ol adjudicating the.Honor Code and the necessary comprehension of reforms passed this year to facilitate their successfui
':.:
IClentunplementabtlll. In addiuon to carrying out these changes, we would like to see DeGennaro launch more specific and original
I
. to strengthen the Code; ~owever, her plan to examine the currefit term of office for Judiciary Board members illustrates a commibnent
toI thllskgotalanhdan understanding of the powerful role members play in students' lives. As a frequent substitute on Assembly DeGennaro is
aso .. I eyto ave a grasp on theworkin gso fth e 1eglsauve
. I . bod y,w h·IchlsanlmportantqualtficauoninacampaignforanyExecutiveBoard
..
..
'
posluon.

SAC CHAIR
We recommend Gerard Choucroun for the position f SAC h .
.
.
"daring, creative, and receptive to the interests of a 0
c air. In hiS campaJgn, Choucroun has committed himself to making SAC
ter
Choucroun's relations with different segments of the
maJonty." We agree that the time has come for these changes and believe
hISgoals. We recognize that Choucroun has nOlserved on ~~~ poPUI~~IO~and understandmg of student Olterests will assist him in fulfilling
of the ad hoc Commiuee on Student Governance pro ·d tho smdcedalsreshman year; however, his review of the SAC position as a member
• .
VI es
Iscan I tewithas ffi·
tl . ,
.
tradiuonal events, Choocroun has expressed a comml·bne t to' II
u IClen y m,ormed perspecuve. While pledging to maintain
~.<
n 10 ow up on oew ideas and i
.
.
. . ..
"....,ormers. It takes more work to facilitate change than t
. . th
mprovmg entertamment posslblltues for on-campus
Provided he does, Choucroun is a qualified and ";'ble omdaJdantam,e status quo, and we hope Choucroun will remain commited to his plans.
,
.~
can I te ,or SAC Chair.

:a

PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR
The only candidate for public relations director declined t
...
.
opponunity to interview the candidate we do not feel suffi . 0 tlPartt';lpate 10 The College VOlce's recommendation process. Without the
,
IClen y m,ormed to make a recommendation for this position.

YATs ..... Red Ibree questions:
What

role do you beUeve the Board

or

Trustees plays on this campus, and how
would you, as YAT,

nt into

YOUNG ALUMNI TRUSTEE

that picture?

W....t_lss ... do you anticipate lhe ~rd
will add.... In the next Ibree years, and how
will your specific experiences enhance
declslonmaJdng In t.hese areas?
Connectlcut College has started to come Into
the forefront with new publicized programs.
Some would argue, however, that these
programs have come It the expense fI the
COllege's strengths.
In I time of fiseal
restraints and IImJted resources, how would
you strike the balance between tradition and
iDnovation?

TM Colkge Voice April 7. 1992

With differing perspecti es
th·
f
vasto
e pnmary role of the Young Alumni Trustee and the .
..
o all Board members. we could not reach consensus on a YAT candidate W
mabllity of one candidate to meet the concerns
. e. therefore, offer no recommendation.

Correction:
The final sentence in "Diversity and Class Size: A Status Repon " The ell.
.
togetherto continue this unique and important Connecticut Colle '
0 ege VOIce, March 31. 1992, should have read "Let us work
ge approach to problem sol ving."
'
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CANDIDATE PROFILES
"I am running as a student like YOUJ>elfa student who wanrs the SGA 10 make the
advancement
of student interests irs lOp
priority again," reads the platfonn of Chad
Marlow, who is running for Student Govemment Association vice president.
Marlow denies the perception that the
student body as a whole is apathetic towards
student government. According to him,
proposals debated by the Assembly have
had little direct effect on student life, and
therefore are unimportant to most students,
"In the past, you've had no tangible evidence that [house senators 1are working for
you," he said.
Marlow was pleased with this year's Finance Committee decision to open budget
hearings 10 the public, but said he would not
enforce the guideline that prohibits students-at-large
from speak:ing at the hear-

ings.
Marlow said all studenrs should be allowed
10 speak, but under a time limit 10 avoid
stalling the hearing. "As vicepresidern, I will
take pride in hearing the individual student's
voice, not silencing it," he said.
According 10 Marlow, there should be less
intervention with club affairs by the Finance
Commiuee. As an example he 'cited the removal of The College Voice cornputerearlier
this year and the Commiuee's
refusal 10 allow theclassofl994lOsponsorascholorship
for a New London high school student
"The Finance Committee should be more
lenient," he said, arguing that penalties for
breaking rules should not supercede the
crime.
Marlow concurs that the FinanceCommittee has a responsibility 10 students to ensure
that their money is not wasted by clubs, buthe
emphasized that he "will nOI attempt 10be the
head of every club on campus."
He added, "I don't believe it hurts 10 keep
an eye on clubs and see how they're doing,"
and does advocate frequent auditing.
Marlow suggested the implementation of a
matching system for clubs which are chronically in debt. Under this plan, the Finance
Committee would set aside a portion of a
club's
allocation
and require
them to
fundraise money 10 match the reserve to
receive the total allocation. "It would force
[clubs], if they really wanted to meet their
allocations, to go out and raise money," be
said.
Marlow bas bad class council experience
as the assistant to the president of the Class of
1994, where "I had an opportunity 10sit down
and work with students and hear what they
wanted done," he said.

Fostering the developmenl of new campus
organizations is one of the primary goaJs flY
Michelle Moon, eandidaie for Student Govemment Association vice president
A1lhoughshe bas no experience serving on
the Assembly, Moon said, "I don't see that as
a delriment to my campaign. When working
as a reporter for The Col/ege Voice and covering Assembly meetings, I got really familiar with the process. with the committees.
with individual legislators, senators, and the
Exec. Board, very comfonable
talking to
administrators and faculty."
Among her other qualifications, she cited
work: as head counselor at a camp for four
summers, where she oversaw budgets, special events, and staff management. "That was
probably, as far as organizational issues go,
pretty significant," she said.
She views the role of vice president as

is the Finance Committee's

dards was a reflection of his involvement in
the issues. represung compromise skills that

Michelle

A-#oon

dent

trustees.

and administrators,

experience

which she said will be helpful to her as SGA
vice president.
As vice president, S wimmer believes that
her greatest challenge would be producing an
accurate and efficient budget that would allot
the appropriate amount of money to each

mittee of club officers who are devoted to
increasing fundraising.
Issues of dormitory dues and the re-evaluation of that system are also included in her
campaign. She is "committed 10 implementing the strongest possible support system"
for dorm social life and would like 10 make
sure it is as efficient and useful as it could be.
She belives that the system, as it stands this
year, is not being used properly and, with
some modifications,
could be more useful
and practical. Swimmer also said she would
examine the legality of charging additional
money for alcohol at dorm functions.
In her campaign, Swimmer stresses
a
willingness to reform. "I am not afraid 10
cbange policies or rules if there is a need for
this 10 occur," stated her platform.

club.
As a currentrnember
of the Finance Committee, she believes that auditing each club at
least twice a year would he sufficient
Her
experience as SAC Chair has given her a
know ledge of the costs for various types of
-events. This experience, she says, will help
insure that every club will be given an accurate amount of money 10 support their

II 101

or

dulL " lhink

dIaL

The SGA parliamentarian.
Gerard
Choucroun, is running for the position of
SAC Chair. He was a representative for SAC
his freshman year, served as last year's house
governor of Blackstone, and is the chair of the
Ad-Hoc Committee on Student Governance.
Through these positions, Choucroun believes he has had the unique opportunity to
take an "in-depth look at SAC without being
part of the Executive Board." Also conlributing 10 his experience is his membership in
MOBROC and UFO. These organizations
have exposed him 10 the planning and the
public relations skills that are needed 10 host
a successful event, he said.
Choucroun's goal as the next SAC chair is
"to make events memorable and interesting
and, at the same time, appeal ing 10 the majority of people on campus."
Supporting
this
idea of mass appeal, Choucroon advocates
diversification
of SAC membership
and

nizations and smaller clubs, Choucroun responded, "I'd like 10 make an effort to meet
with the campus clubs ... to see if there is not
a way that we can't combine them."
He would also like 10plan "a grand flOe ans
Performance"
of studen torks, keeping in
mind that the event would be popular and
would not cost an exceedingly large amount
of money.
Acknowledging
this year's problems with
SGA, Choucroun helieves that the Assemb;y
will bave to "do a lotto restore faith:' Itrnust
also devote time to "patching things up with
adrninistrauon" and reinslating the "rum role
of studenl governing, , he said.

Choucroun would also like to utilize subcornmiuees in SAC, each of which would be

in charge of specific events. In accordance
with the subdivision of the organization,
Choucroun would ideally like to have minutes for each meeting, 10 ensure all ideas,
while informally presented, are followed up.
This way, according 10 Choucroun,
SAC
would be able to take into account the input of
all of irs members, thus broadening irs role on
campus and increasing irs effectiveness: .
Choucroun
said. "Student Acuviues
[Council]
goes beyond presenting
buge
1NEs or whatever the campus sees them as

their families for donations.
In addition Swimmer pledged to enhance
student life, ~ying, "Involvement and interest in extracurricular
activity is one of Con-

Robin Swimmer

rrn

doing the big band," he said.
When asked how he would deal with planning and working with other campus orga-

more creative SAC events.

proposed events,
Swimmer's cited the Umbrella Plan as one
of the main issues of her campaign. Theplan,
which was implemented
last year, allows
alumni to donate money to specific clubs.
She would like 10 increase the amount of
funding for this plan, citing that as of March
30 it "only has $365 in it" To increase·the
amount, Swimmer advocates the targeting of
younger alumni and current studenrs and

necticut College's true strengths."
Swimmer also proposes 10 set up a com-

does

adequately prepared For thai son of task •..

are valuable in adminiso-arive relations.
The position of SGA vice president is being sought by Robin Swimmer, SAC chair,
who believes her initiative and her experience make for a strong write-in candidacy.
Swimmer has a year's experience on Lhe
SGA Executive Board and has participated in
a broad range of activities and committees,
such as the College Center Committee and
the Student/Trustee
Liaison Committee.
In these positions, Swimmer has had the
opportunity to work with various students,

traditional

stance which forbids Student Governmentfunded clubs from political lobbying. "In the
Mission Statement of the college, there's a
lot of talk: about teaching students how to
participate in the world and how to be an
active member of their communities, and yet
we're confined to the college community.
We should learn how 10 operate in theourside
world."
Moon also said it would be necessary for
the vice president to be an assertive assembly
member. "Next year we are going to need an
especially strong Executive Board."
Before coming to Connecticul College last
year. Moon worked as a police reporter for a
newspaper." A lotof my work had to do with
keeping records." she said. "The vice presi-

Marlow also mentioned that his recent
CONNThought piece on Dean's List stan-

Chad Marlow

being a liaison and link: forcampus clubs and
organizations
10 the SGA. Because of her
involvement
with a varied assonment
of
clubs, such as the Voice, POWR, and athletics, she said she is qualified forthejob. "I've
been into everything just a liUle bit"
Moon believes the budge! allocation for
new clubs will be a major issue in thecorning
year. She suggested examination of the minimum allocation to new clubs, among other
incentives, because the fonnation of clubs
benefits the college community. "Clubs are
key in providing lots of various experiences.
That enriches eampus life for all of us," she
said.
Moon emphasized the need for close scrutiny of clubs and organizations when preparing budgets, "The more specific [budgets]
are, the better. Everybody should take a
stronger role in looking at the budget."
In addition, Moon said the preparation of
budgets presently takes more time than than
necessary. "I would like to speed up that
process," she said.
One issue she would like 10 see addressed

doing."
.
With this year's introduction of the Bog
Band Committee, ChoucrouJ>helieves
that it
would be more efficient to include this in the
role of SAC. 'The people on thatcommitlee
do, by no means, represent the campus.
I
think it would make more sense 10 have SAC

Gerard Choucroun

The College Voice

April 7, 1992
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CANDIDATE PROFILES
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"Wbile many sludents have spent "~

energies attempting 10 let their voices be
heard. Ihave spenl my energy purswng the
goals of the college. and more importantly,
listening." So slates the platform of Peter
Jennings, candidate for young Alumni

Sean Curry. housefeDow of Hartness and
co-captain of !he men's hockey 1C8IIl. has
lauoched a write-in campaign for !he position
of Young Alumni Trustee. He said !he decision was made "after seeing who was running. and evaluating whar I wanllO do. how
I want 10participate and how I wan I 10slay in
toech with !he college."
Curry sees !he Board ofTrusrees as a body
which makes policy and determines the
framework by which thecollegecan develop.
As YAT. Cuny believes he can be the person
"who is relatively close 10 !he student body
and knows the issues. [and] on a lower level
10 keep perspective in line with what SludenlS
as a whole want,"
Cuny supports tbe continuance of needblind admissions. which he citesas one of the
main issues facing the mrstees in lIIe upcom-

Trustee.
Iennings said he is uniquely qualified for
tbe position of YAT, adding, "1 feel as If I
understand !he ethos of the college," a comprehension he gained, in part, through his
work with the admissions and developmem
offices.
Jennings believes a main issue facing the
Board ofTrusteeS in the near future is raising

!he endowmenl.
"We're pushing all oorresources out to the
bubble, out to our financial bubble, and what
we need 10 do is move that bubble out, Raise
more money and, therefore, we have more
elbow room 10 work with," said Jennings.
ing years.
"For me. lilaCs a big lIIing, as a student on
Another issue Jennings addressed is that of
need-blind admissions. "I don't think its a
'Ulancia) aid." he said
He views the implementation of some of
Sean Curry
dead issue, I think that's going 10 come up
!he college's new projects as a detriment 10
over and over again," he said."Having need!he students currently enrolled at Connectiblind admissions doesn't only affect the poor
cut College. "I see Conn pushing more to- past four years. One of the reasons why I students, it affects every student at this
wards the developmenl as a whole aod not chose Conn was because ... of small classschool." Jennings pointed out that the posirooms. the student/facully ratio. and over the
necessarily for the students."
tion of "borderline" students will have 10 be
years we've all witnessed an increase in
Curry stressed the need for concern about
watched in terms of their being able 10 afford
the individual student. He said he has seen the classes. less teachers teaching courses. and
Connecticut College.
that was one of the strengths of litis school,"
college turn into a "Iwelve-month campus,"
One incentive for top students 10 come 10
and that maintenance has become of sec- he added.
Connecticut College is, said Jennings, a
Curry said he is "nOI afraid 10be confronondary importance.
"Changes are being
$3,000 stipend offered 10 Sykes scholars for
tational"
when ilcomes 10addressing sludem
made on a campus-wide level without aclusummer research.
ally laking inlO consideration whose home il issues on !he Board of Trustees.
According 10Jennings, Ihrough the Center
He advocates a senior-only vote for Y AT
is for eighl months oul of the year," he said.
for
Inlernational
Sludies program, internbecause he believes fellow seniors. comAlthough Curry supports the Strategic
ships
are
becoming
more allractive, bUI acwould know the
Plan, he has witnessed increasing class sizes pared 10 underclassmen,
knowledged thaI financial expendilures for
candidate besl after four years.
and, therefore, wanlS 10"make sore thaI while
special prognims should be approached cauHe believes his experiences as a sbldenl
we are innovating and implementing new
tiously.
athlete will allow him 10 "identify with [fiprograms and making ourselves known ...
Jennings also expressed his belief thaI il
nanda\.am\eUc\ssues1
...
andbemmeaware
we do not {0rt6e\ who we are and where we
of bow IculS in sports programs) affecl Slu- would be beneficial for not only seniors, but
came from as a student bOOy .....
!he entire campus, 10 vole for lIIe Young
.~ have seen the co/lege change over the

denl athletes ...

whal we will enhance, and whal we can
eliminale withoul hurting the strength of the
schooL"
Mass expressed her belief that trimming
the inefficiencies
off Connecticut College
programs is a beginning. bUI nol an end in
itself.
According 10 Mass, the Board of Trustees

will have to reassess and examine the

I

I
I
I
I

With three years lefl in the course of !he
Strategic
Plan. Amy Mass, candidate for
Y
oung Alumni Trustee. said !he most importantlSSUe now for !he Board of Trustees is
that "we need now 10ensure lhat we have the
fmancial capabilities 10 meelthose goals."
In order 10 realize !he goals laid oul as !he
priorities of the college by lhe Slrategic Plan.
Mass said. "Ensuring the financial capabilily
of the school is absolutely the lOp priority.
We're a luition-driven school."
The way 10 financial security for Mass lies
nol only in increasing the college's endowment and capilal prOjeclS, bUI also in prioritizing and "growth by substiwtion."
Mass maintained !he importance of balancing COllnecticuI College' s financial resources and programs. She stressed the need
to make choices aboul "whal we will keep
,
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Alumni Truslee.
. Jennings' reasoning was that seniors may
have "prejudices" carried over from freshman year that may no longer be true of the
candidates, especially candidates that have
spent time abroad.
Jennings
expressed
displeasure
with
uncontested and barely opposed candidacies.
"Having three people running for Y ATis just

sad," he said
Jennings also staled thai although the YAT
does nol replace sludenl voice, il is importanl
for the Y AT 10 be accessible.
"!l's importanllO louch base with groups
such as SGA ... SOAR, UMOJA," so the
Y AT can beuer understand sludenlS' issues.
In addition, Jennings said his varied activities
al the college would lend him a special pet'
spective.
!he Universily of Chicago several years ago.
He said the college could build a solid repulation through quality academics in much the
same manner thaI Chicago did.
"Poverty has done wonderful things for
Connecticul College. Il has made us frugal,"
Momjane said. He added thaI whal has become important is "how the dollar is spent"
Momjane sees the Board of Trustees as an
"arbiler belween the administration,
slUdents, faculty, and staff of the college."
. Monljane sees the Board asremoved from the
situation and able 10come in as non-partisans
and mak:e "a judgemenl call."
''That's the primary respOnsibility of !he
Board of Truslees; 10 see where the instilution is," Monljane said, "and 10 drive illo the
needs of the people thaI are there." M\lnljane
continued, "ThaI is whall would see as my
primary resposibility; 10 articulale the needs
of sludents."
. In his platform, Mont jane speaks of !he
SIde effects of the Stralegic Plan thal are
currently troubling sbldenlS. As a resull of
!he 3:2 plan, "Some of us found ilhard 10take
classes we need for our major," he wrote in
hIS platform.
,~
In regards 10 need-blind
admissions,
Monljane recognized the financial coslS of
!he program, as well as the COSIof abandoning the program and the diversity and academic standards thaI go along with it
"lIthe college is forced for fiscal reasons
to drop need-blind admissions, as a truslee.1
would work hard 10 ensure thaI the college
does nol stray 100 far from our presenl

college's priorities 10make decisions regarding the funding of various programs while
laking into account the balance thaI needs 10
be struck between tradition and innovation.
"I dOll'1 believe that we can continue 10
expand uncooditionally withoul looking al
whal we're doing now," said Mass.
Mass views the role of Young Alumni
Trustee as a "behind the scenes" role when il
comes to swdent demands and intereslS.
According 10 Mass, swdents have to articulate their own concerns 10 the Board of
Trustees, bUI as Y AT she would see her role
as one of "smoothing OUI" !hat process. She
Stephen Mont jane
cited, as examples of this, assuring thaI all
research is done and that all proper proceStephen Monljane, candidate for Y A T
dures are followed before !he sbldenlS go 10
made
il clear he is nol afraid 10 lake a sland
.""OC trustees.
''The Y ATs are nol there 10 advocate for if elected 10 serve on the Board of Trustees.
slUdenlSbul!hey are representing them," said
"I will articulate whal sludenlS feel and nO!
be shy," Monljane said.
~
also believes. "The Board of TrustMonljane said the college's currenl course
ees righl now is somewhat removed from the IOward attempting l!J build name recognition
sludent population and ... the facully as mostly through publicily is important bUI
well."
has 10 be questioned. Appearances on CBS
According 10 Mass, one of her goals in !he and in U.S. News are nol whal Mont jane beposition of Young Alumni Truslee, one she heves the college should s!rive for.
also said is a goal of current YATs, would be
"Alerting the Board 10 ... concerns may policy," Momjane said.
10facililate interaction belween sludenlS and mean laking unpolitical Slances. I am willing
Mont jane's experience includes the positrustees on essential issues.
10 do that" his platform slates.
lion of housefellow. SGA house senalor, inS he ciled informal gatherings and dinner
"We musl actually sit down and talk aboul
lernalional studenlS' advisor, and work,in the
panics as ways 10 meel this goal.
education for whal it is," he said.
admissions office.
"The Board makes a 1000f the decisiOlls bul . Mont jane said .Conneclicul College is go"This instilution is for us. !l is norfor the
eeds
avea
109through growmg pains, and compared the administration. !l is nol for the faculty. II
::., OthU::bod liltle bilmore jnte.raction with
IeS on campus. said Mass
potenual thl\1 the college has now 10 thaI of , would not be here without I1S,",hel~d.
'
4
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Amy Mass

Peter Jennings

,

.

CANDIDATE PROFILES
Seniors campaign for
Young Alumni Trustee

Simon O'Rourke,
candidate for Young
Alumni Trustee, has pledged to be a bridge
between the Board of Trustees and students.
One of the Young Alumni Trustee's jobs, he
said, "is to keep in touch with students, not
just in the class that elected them, but to keep
in touch with freshmen, sophomores andjuniors so that the students have the sense that the
Board of Trustees really responds or at least

by Cullewts
NnnEditor

listens to them."
The Young Alumni Trustee "not only has
the duty to the students to keep in touch with
[the students], but also to the Board so that the
Board knows that the Young Alumni Trustee
is in touch with the students," he said.
O'Rourke advocates increased participation by students at trustee meetings, but does
not believe the SGA Executive Board should
be the onl y representati ve of student issues to
trustees. He, specifically,
would like the
Board of Academic Chairs to have a greater
connection with the Board.
One large issue that O'Rourke foresees the
Board of Trustees facing in the nexttwo years
is the college's "scarcity." He explained that
although the endowment has risen in the last
four years, "still, that's just not enough
money to do the kinds of things that are laid
out and planned."
One of the main goals of the trustees must
be "to work to increase the endowment," he
said. He stressed the value of endowed chairs,
which would allow money to be used for

other uses.

Tbecandidales for Young Alumni Trustee:
Simon O'Rourke, Peter Jennings, and Amy
Mass, presented their opinions on the role of
a Y AT in shaping the future of the college.
The candidates expressed the need for a
YATwho will serve as an effective contact
between the students and the Trustees.
"We need to make sure the Board of Trustees continues to bear in
mind the needs of the fu-

ture

Simon O'Rourke
tough decision."
"If the students feel like they're not getting
the classes as small as they want or if there
aren't enough faculty in certain areas that
they feel are needed, then definitely the innovation has started to rip away at the tradition,"
he said. O'Rourke believes the school takes
advantage of students when it uses parking
tickets and lockouts as a way to fill gapsin the

The other important issue of the Board,
according to O'Rourke, is diversity. "Diversity is closely tied in with money. It's impossible to do these kinds of programs without
looking closely into. them," he said.
O'Rourke
also cited need-blind
admis-

sions and class size as important issues.
~,j0f
need-blind admissions, he said, "I certainjy""upport

ttl continue

me polli;y but we

have to look at that every year.

ICs

a very

students,"

tinue to create pressure points." She added,
"We need to prioritize."
O'Rourke said, "We are under severe financial stress," and added, "'There are a variety of issues that depend on the amount of
money we have available."
According to Jennings, the Trustees do not

have an accurate

understanding

of the

college's financial situation. "The Board of
Trustees has a blurred vision of how money
works on this campus."

said

The candidates expressed the need for
a YAT who will serve as an effective
contact between the students and the
Trustees.

O'Rourke.
"It's very hard to tell
what student concerns are
unless you are in constant
touch with students," he
said.
Mass
believes
she
would be able to fill the
need for a Y AT that will
stay in contact with students. "I have been
commiued to student issues for the last four

years," she said.

"I' d like to see the Board become

cohesive in its monetary dealings,"
Jennings.

more

said

Faculty positions and course offerings are
Said Mass, "I understand the need for preanother
issue the Trustees win consider in the
serving the lines of communication."
budget
coming
year.
"We need to take immediate steps in inHis experience as manager and director of
According
to Jennings, the curriculum has
volving trustees [with student issues]. That is
Castle Court Cinema has given O'Rourke
recently
suffered
from the lack of faculty.
a primary role of a YAT," Mass said.
what he believes to be valuable experience
"There really was a loss of classes," he said.
Jennings
believes
he
would
serve
as
an
working with budgets. This along with "what
He said the hiring of part -time faculty is not
effective contact between the Trustees and
I perceive to be an extensive knowledge of
sufficient,
and full-time
faculty must be
the students' concerns, not just those of my the students. He said, "I am very much in
hired.
"The
,number
of
faculty
needs to be
touch- with .,.\1at .goes on on carnpus and I
class," arethe contributions
O'Rourke feels
increased,"
he
said.
thi)lk 1J;!IDarYc~ll<,that.'~
.
'.
he can bring to the posnionef Young Alumni
Mass agreed. 4'It l7JSy ~ time 10 look slIM
.41 have listened lOa 1cK of_hal # /1C?ingon
Truslee.
hiring process. ..
in SGA. he said
O'Rourke stressed the importance of not
O'Rourke said. "1 would move to increase
following specific guidelineS when considof the PR Director.
that contaet ... but not JUS! through SGA."
ering faculty positions. He said when dealing
As chair of the Election Board, Green asHe believes the YAT should be involved in
with issues of faculty positions and course
pires to increase student awareness about many aspects of student life.
offerings, the Trustees should "reassess the
upcoming elections as well as increasing
All candidates agreed that the college's
priorities within the departments."
.
candidate awareness.
finances will have a very strong influence on
He believes fundraising
should be mHe plans to educate candidates further
the future of the college.
creased to allow [or more faculty positions to
about what the positions they are vying for
Mass said the objective of the Trustees is to
open. Funding [or new faculty can be found
consist of and what types of responsibilities
achieve strategic plan goals. "We must insure
by seeking donations from speciflc alumni,
they should be prepared to assume.
we have the fmandal resources to meet this
according to O'Rourke.
Green foresees his tenureasPR Director as
goal," she said.
WrIte-in
candidates
Sean Curry and
a chance to expand the traditional role of the
Financial limits will begin to place restricStephen
Monljane
were
unable
to participate
position, by becoming a stronger member of
tions on some of the college's programs,
in Speech and Debate Night.
the executive board of SG A. If elected, Green
aCcording to Mass. "Our spending will conwill hold contact sessions to allow discussion
with groups of students on subjects and issues
circulating in SGA, as well as holding the
equivalent of office hours to talk to students
individually about subjects that they feel are

Adam Green

.Adam

ni
Green, running unopposed for the
position of Public Relations Director, wants
to bring a personal touch to this office. As a
liaison between students and SGA, Green
promises to end
alienation that students

the

have felt from the SG A.
If elected, Green promises

1

that public rela-

tions will mean more to the community than
just the hanging of signs. He will attempt to
keep the college community well aware of
events occurring on campus as well as what IS
being discussed in SGA.
In addition, public relations will serve the
purpose as its title suggests--encouragmg
people to voice problems or complamts they
have as well as any opinions they feel should
. be c~nsidered. He believes that this should be
a responsibility held by all members ~f SGA,
but that it should especially be a requlfement

W

-

necessary.
His past involvement with SGA is a major
factor in his running for this position. Green's
experience includes being last year's Associate Public Relations Director and house
senator of Smith. These jobs acquainted him
with Connecticut College's Student Gover-

I

nance structure as well as gave him the
chance

to learn about

the position

of PR

Director.
He said he attended all SGA meetings in
the last two years, believes he understands
the issues being discussed, and strongly desires to continue his working relationships
with other SGA members.
Green won the election for PR Director last
year, when he also ran unopposed. But, after
taking office, he found that his GPA was
below the 2.5 minimum required for all Assembly members.
Although his GPA is currently
received permission
to run from
Hampton, dean of the college.
Green declined to participate

lege Voice'.
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PLATFORMS
Simon O'Rourke
appreciation
for tbe financial
pressures we filce, and Ieamed of
many ways in whicbthecoUegecan
use its resources efficiently. As a
Studen: Advisor for lWO years, I
interacted closely with many
students,
faculty,
and
administrators wbile learning a
great deal aboul the values and
cultures of our diverse student
body. As a Writing Fellow for the
Freshman Focus program, I have
worked intensely with a range of
students and faculty members in an
innovative
attempt
to hone
students' research and writing
skills. As z participant in a MIMIC
grant, I was intimately involved
with designing and implementing
curricuJar change as part of jUI
ongoing commitment 10 diversity
in the catalogue. And as Chair of
experiences,
a
balanced the History Department Student
Advisory Board, I have been
perspective of life at Connecticut
CoUege, and a progressive vision directly involved with such faculty
for future growth, I am a strong and administrative processes as
candidate for the position of hiring; course evaluation, and
curriculum review. With this
Young Alumni Trustee.
in tbe largest
My involvement as a student and experience
department in tbe college bave
on academic and adminstrative
levels is varied and extensive. As a come responsibilities tbat reOect
tbe needs of many people, and
member of Ihe SGA Finance
Commillee, I took active part in the broad insigbts to Ibe concerns of
student budget process, gained an students, faculty, and staff. Our
An effective member of the
Connecticut College Board of
Trustees must necessarily be
experienced, dedicated, and fully
commiued
to addressing the
concerns of the entire college
community. A dependable Young
Alumni
Trustee
especially
represents the needs of many
different students, both current and
former, while simultaneously
mainlaining the breadth of vision to
manage the resources ofthecollege
responsibly. The Young Alumni
Trustee musl be able 10 lhink
pragmatically and creatively aboul
the future of Connecticut College.
Ultimately,
a mixture
of
imagination, integrily, and honest
humour is essential to effect
progress
and
change.
Representing diverse and unique

for

Young Alumni Trustee

facully is exceptional.
In my
experiences with them ] have
developed a deep respect for the
work they do,and an understanding
of the intricate and evolving
relationships between faculty,
students. and administrators.
My activity in social and cultural
affairs at Connecticut College
features four years as Manoger and
Director of Castle Court Cinema, a
very successful movie theater that
provides a convenient, affordable,
and attractive social service to
many people. Castle Court Cinema
has substantially
increased
interaction among the Connecticut
College, Coast Guard Academy,
and New London communities, and

publicaJions further emphasizes
my commitment 10 defending
freedom of the student press and the

publications,
cafes,
film
organizations.
lecture series,
performance groups, and sports

liberal expression

teams.

of opinions

in a

vigorous academic community.

The administration,
faculty,
and Board of Trustees must
I am committed to representing
the interests of students on the ensure that the current strengths
College are
Board o/Trustees by worlcinghard of Connecticut
consistently
and
for diversity and growth in maintained
expanded appropriately. We can
facilitks and in the curriculum.
This is reflected by my strong
continue 10 design new programs,
support of African
Studies:
both academic and social, without
Islamic/Arabic Studies; expanded sacrificing our established core of
science programs and facilities;
assets and values.
This will,
and the distant possibility of a new however. require hard work,
performing arts center. I would commitment, imagination. and
work diligently to reduce course creativity. I would contribute these
size in various ways, such as qualities to the Board, along with a
pursuing ·independently endowed
sense of responsibility, a capability
chairs-thus using college money for handling
has given me extensive experience
committee
and
more efficiently.
Even as the individual work reliably, and an
with social affairs, business
college strives to bolster its ethical, liberal, and open-minded
practices,
and the college
financial strength, I am confidenl
view of the future.
administration. As a result, I am
thai students,
faculty,
and
As a candidate for the position
proud 10 have enhanced a college
adm instrators can WOIX together 10 of Young Alumni Trustee for the
cultural community that extends far
unearth innovative sources of Class of 1992, Irepresent a unique
beyond the walls of our campus.
support. Only through hard work voice for diversity, progress, and
Recently, I procured funding for,
and consistent effort will we be able honesty. I never cheat on my wife,
designed, and implemented an
to increase faculty hiring and or bounce checks.
extensive public lecture and film
I have
salaries, consequently reducing
series on Islamic and Middle East
maintained a balanced perspective
through my involvement with
class size. Students must capitalize
Studies in an effort to expand the
on the college's flexible structure,
various aspects of Connecticut
college's international scope. My
and take advantage of the wide College, while different interests
long experience as an editor and
freedoms thai individuals and and activities as a student have
writer for several
campus
college groups enjoy in order 10 given me a profound appreciation
found exciting and progressive
for the ideals represented by this
programs.
A commitment to college.
As Y.A.T., I would
enhancing the social and cultural continue to expand on the many
life at Connecticut Col1ege is essential strengths inherent at a fine
Coordinator,
and Women's crucial to ensure the well-being of
My experience gives me a unique
institution
like Connecticut
'The Board or Trustees {aces
undertsanding of the role of the
Lacrosse Team member.
current students and to auract
critical choices about the future
College. I am inspired by the
YAY. On the SGA Executive
direction of Connecticut ColJege.
I have demonstrated a continued bright and motivated applicants.
challenge and prospect of being
When we implemented
the
Board, I served as SAC Chair and
committment
to Connecticut
This will also require further
Young Alumni Trustee for the
Strategic Plan, we decided the Acting P.R. Director, and as SAC College and an understanding of administrative support of popular
Class of 1992.
values that are the priorities of this Cultural Events Director. This year, how to serve it as we work to student-run activities like campus
institution.
Our task, now, is 10 I was appointed to PPBC, the achieve the goals in the Stategic
choose how 10 articulate that
College Committee that establishes
Plan. The best indication Ican give
pbilosophy with the opportunities
the
Budget.
Other·
major
youofrnycomrnittmenras
YAT for
that we offer to OUf community.
committees include: 3 years, the next 3 years is 10 poinl to my
As we enter the third year of the Finance Committee; 2 yearsl work during the last 4 years. The
Strategic Plan, our greatest
present Co- Olair, Alcohol Policy Class of 1992 now has an important
challenge is 10 assess our fmancial
& Recco~endations Commiuee;
choice to make about who will
resources and decide whether or College Center, Studenl/frustee
serve as the nexl Young Alumni
nol we are meeting our priorities. Liason, and Financial Aid Review Trustee.
We are continuing
to fund
Commillees.
I am Ibe 1992
Amy Massfor Young Alum",;
programs including: Need-Blind
Yearbook Publisher, and I was an Trustee
Admissions; construction projects; OVCS Menlor and Program
and academic initiatives such as
Gap Closing for Facully Salaries,
lhe High School
Summer
Kaplan makes teS( prep convenient.
With 150 ceneefS and thousands of class schedules, (he
Advancement Program, and the
odds are we'll be ready to teach when and where you
Center for International Siudies.
need us to be there.
While we recognize the meril of
these programs, we musl realize
Kaplan helps you manage your time.
that our goal of "growlh by
Dlagn~s[lc [~(S ~nd personalized counseling help you
substitution, to requires a review all
recognrze stumbling blocks early on, before rhey hurt
If
you
are
a
college
undergraduate,
an
your performance.
college programs in order to make
academically strong high school
the choices that allow us 10remain
competitive.
Kaplan offers the best value.
junior or senior, or a qualified adult,
OUf courses are competitively
riced and offer rhe
A critical componenl of a slrong
~omplere prepararion (hat has helped more students get
send for your free information and
instilution must obViously be a

Choices

There are hundreds
of questions on the
GMAT, GRE and LSAT.
This checklist will help
you answer all of them.

commitment to academic issues.
J USl as student organizations are
reviewing the data on class size and
recent academic trends. the
Trustees are reviewing this data to
determine the nature of the "class
size" issue - is it a problem or a
perceplion? The Plan dictates
action in developing our General
Education
philosophy
and
enhancing diversily through the
academic

curriculum.

With

application to:
YALE UNIVERSITY
Yale Summer and Special Programs
246 Church Street Suite 101
New Haven, cr 06510-1722
Phone (203) 432-2430

so

many competing priorities. OUT
decisions will dramalically impacl
the college's fUlure.

IVi
IVi
IVi
IVi

mro rhe school of their choice than anyone else.

Kaplan is the industry leader.

53,rears of experien~e and 2 million graduares prove
we ve gOt {he expernse and resources ir rakes ro help
students succeed.

FOR .FREE GRADUA TE SCHOOL
COUNSELING
AND FOR ALL
YOUR TEST PREP NEEDS
CALL !-800-735-PREP
,

Kaplan rest Prep
~TheAnswer
© 1992 St.mlcy H. K.lpLHl F.d\lC~litJIIJJ
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PLATFORMS
Stephen Mont jane
Since the arrival of President
Gaudiani with our class four years
ago, Connecticut College has set
new goals for itself. In the Strategic
Plan, the college
community
articulated the areas in which the
college could make improvements.
It is hoped that after the full
implementation
of this plan,
Connecticut will be bolted to the
forefront of liberal arts colleges.
Wfth change comes side effects.
We as students experienced
the
effects of these new policies with
the 3(2 plan. Some of us found it
hard to take classes we needed for
our majors.
When we found
courses,
they
had
large
enrollments.
The college
has
monitered the consequences of3(2.
Student input has been important in
alerting the college of these growth
problem s. As a Young Alumni
Trustee
(Y AT),
it will
be
imperative that I articulate such

concerns to the trustees.
An issue that the trustees are
tackling at the moment is need-

blind admissions.
Approximately
40% of students at thecollege are on
somekindoffmancialaid.
It will be
important that the college continue
its commitment
to need-blind
admissions. But the fmancial costs
of this program
are high; the

alternative

to abandoning

this
policy carries an even higher cost,
The college will not able to attract
the same quality of students or meet
its diversity goals if we drop a needblind
admissions
policy.
Thankfully
the trustees
have
realized
this and have made a
commitment to this policy as long as
possible. If the college is forced for
fiscal reasons to drop need-blind
admissions, as a trustee, I would
work hard to ensure that the college
does not stray too far from our
present policy.
The next Y AT will have to
communicate the growth pains that
students are experiencing.
Alerting
the board to these concerns may
mean laking unpolitical stances. I
am willing to do that!

Colleen Shanley for SGA President
Hello ... As a candidate for the
position of Student Government
President,
I believe that I can
provide the kind of dedicated and
experienced
leadership
that the
position requires in this crucial
upcoming year. Many important
issues will be facing next year's
Assembly, five of which I have
highlighted:
Effective

Student

Governance.

There is now no

denying

the lack

students

have

of faith

in their

that

own

leadership. Not only have grave
mistakes occurred this year, but
the inefficiency of our governing
structure as a whole has been
revealed. What needs to happen is
a pro-active investigation
of all
SGA branhes: we must discern
what we really want from student
government as a whole. Once this
key question is adressed, solutions
to
the
problem
of good

government
explored.

can be actively

St u den tl Adm i n istrat
ion
relations.
This year, there have
been several problems that reveal
the deterioration of the relationship
between
SGA
and
our

to be considered. It is imperaJivefor
the student government to ensure
that the programs most important to
students
are
sustained
and
strengthened as needed.

Administration. Through careful
and open communication, trust and

Continued

respect must be rebuilt, The student
government must stop acting as a
reactionary force, acting only after
the administration auempts to push
something
through without the
input
of the student
body.
Connecticut College's tradition of
student
involvement
in the
decision-making
process has to be
re-affirmed.
Academic
Issues.
General
Education,
class size, academic
advising,
the coruinuation
of
MIMIC,
a standardized
class
review evaluation: these issues will
continue to be impcrtant next year
and require the continued input of
SGA. Furthermore,
with the belltightening
resulting
from the
economic situation, cuts will begin

If you don't have
the money to
Ilyto London,
use your
imagination.

commitment

to

diversity. Connecticut College has
pledged suppon to multicultwal
education,
yet to maintain this
commiunent requires the constant
supervision of students. Through
workin with the Minority Students
Steering Committee,
SGA must
remain committed
to issues of
diversity, and further action needs
to be taken to educate ourselves and
the students at large about these
issues, MSSC, and Unity House.
Continuation
or the CrozierWilliams Renovation.
Next year
student acti vnies facilities will be at
their most limited. Student offices
will continue to be at South Lot,and
even the snack shop and bar will he
temporarily
moved.
With no
geographical unity, SGA must be
even more vigilant
in the
publicizing of issues and events.
The renovation has been a necessity
for years, and will benefit the
quality of studcnrlife tremendously
in the years to come. However,
SGA must continue to protect the
needs of the student body now.
I have served on SGA since my
freshman
year in the following
capacities:
• class vice-president·

* house

senator (two renns)

'"Public Relations director
• Committe experience includes:

Ad-Hoc Committee on Student
(chair); South Africa
Support Committee, Diversity
Governance

Committee,
Constitution
Committee,
Student/Trustee
Liason Commiuee.
leadership
*
other
treasurer
experience:SOAR
SOAR vice-president
I have been an active member of
class council, house council, theSGA Assembly,
and the SGA
Executive
Board.
With
this
experience.
combined
with my
dedication to SGA and the student
agenda, I feel prepared to take on
the position of SGA President, My
extension number is 3457: I'd be
happy to answer any questions.
1
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PLATFORMS
Michelle Moon

gerard choucroun
§AC C!hl$1nrr
Finding a way 10 offer fresh,
memorable events LO a diverse
campus is the greatest challenge

that faces any Chair of the Student
Activites Council. Though SAC
has been successful in presenting
activities which have appealed 10 a
notable number of students during
my three years at Connecticut
College, I would like 10 see SAC
grow into an organization which is
daring, creative, and receptive 10
the inrerests of a greater majority of
the populauon

at Connecticut

College.
SAC will have 10 make a few
changes ifil is going 10 broaden its
appeal. Club, dorm, and class
representauves must playa larger
role in the develpoment of ideas for
SAC events if a true representation
of the entire campus is sought. I
plan to foster this participation by
keeping stratification between the
SAC Executive Board and the rest

of the coucillO a minimum, and by
meeting individually
with the
members of the council
to
encourage them 10 lake an active
role in the entire process. I would
also like 10 see as bererogeneous a
SAC Executive Board as possible,
which would doubtless create an
enrivonment in which a large
variety of tastes, ideas, and styles
could be shared.
SAC needs 10 recognize student
interests outside the realm of
enrertainment. In a school year
which will contain a presidential
election as well a Supreme Court
evaluation of Roe v. Wade, I forsee
SAC bringing a more topical set of
speakers than it has in recent years.
Our campus is rich with student

involvement

in many areas. such as

music, dance. theater. diversity
clubs, and film to name a few. I
believe that SAC should make a
concerted effort to find student

Chad Marlow

r-

Hello. My name is Chad Marlow in accordance with this past year's
and I am running for the office of policy, the "C" book next year will
SGA Vice-President. I am running read thai, "Audience members are
as a student like yourself - a student llllI allowed 10 speak during the
and if creating
a
who wants to SGA 10 make the hearings,
advancement of student interests its disturbance, may be ejected by the
Vice-President." Asaresultofstrict
lop priority once again. If elected
Vice-President, I would bring a measures like this, the appeal 10
sharp focus on the student into students to attend these meetings
was very low, as was the tumour, If
every aspect of my job. This is my
csmpaignpromisetoyou. Youmay
wonder exacdy what type of things
1 would do differently if elecred that
would help student inrerests playa

larger role in out government. Let
me share with you three examples
of some changes that I feel are
important-and how they would
positively effect both the SGA and
our student body.
The Assemb'y • As a voting
member of the SGA, as wen as a
member who proposes tegistauon.I
would focus my efforts as VicePresident (and if possible, the
efforts of the assembly) exclusively
on the improvement of student life
at Conn for both its current and
fUblCestudents. Only a strong and
unwavering emphasis on the issues
which directly affect our students
will bring the SGA back into good
slanding with its constituents. The
grearest fallacy our leaders have
tended 10hold in the past is that the
lack of student interesl in the SGA
is a result of the overwhelming
apathy of our sludent body. In
reality, it works the other way
around - Ihe recenl lack of
significant SGA proposals which
students can easily identify as
having impacted their daily lives
has, over time, triggered our
students' apathy. By making the
average students' interests an every
day facoor in my actions as VicePresident,l hope 10increase student
interest,
as well as student
participation and satisfaction, in the
SGA.
The Budget Hearings - Lasl year
the SGA Finance Committee
opened up the budget hearings 10all
who cared 10attend. I feel this was
a very positive sle]). Unfonunately,
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elected. I will allow all studen15 who

care w speak before the committee
to do so. The only restriction I
would impose would be to limit the
amount of time a student could
speak, so that all those who wish 10
can, without stalling the hearings
completely. As Vice-President, I
will take pride in hearing the
individual student's voice, not
silencing

it.

Club Autonomy· In the past the
Finance' Commiuee has, at times,
crossed the line between reasonably
overseeing club activities and
infringing on a club's right 10 be
self-governed. Specifically in the
past. the seizing of The CoIle,e
~'s
computer, and the denying
the Class of 1994 the right to
eSlablish a scbolarship fund for a
New London high school student 10
auend college, constitured extreme
measures of club intervention
which would not be IOlerared if I
was Vice-President. The Finance
Committee can impose general
limilations on club activities, bUI

Write-in Candidate

SGA Vice President

organizations thai have ideas
which could be combined with
When I transferred 10Conn last and understandable.
SAC's resources 10 benifit the
2. Academic Issues. I believe the
January,
I was thrilled 10 find that
whole campus.
Excutive
Board should take a hard
the
college
was
making
the
Floralia, Harvestfest, and the
look
at
the
changes that are taking a
possibility
of
student
selfWinrer Formal are all staples of
government a reality. Students here toll on our academic life. As Vice
social life at Connecticut College,
I would press for
bUII wiD be extremely besitant 10 enjoy an unusual degree of access President,
to power, strength, intleunce and examination of the new course
repeat any other events from this
process,
which
respect: ir's one of the things thai evaluation
year. There are plenty of excellent
trivializes
student
input
by
asking
makes
Conn
unique,
and
it'
s
one
of
comedians and musical groups for
superficial questions and not
the reasons I chose to study here.
SAC 10chose from, and I would
But recently, students have not allowing for comments. I will also
prefer 10present new acts in favor
urge SGA 10 come to an objective
been taking advantage of that
of 'old favorites.'
conclusion
aboul the 3/2 plan and
power.
This
year,
we
have
watch
Through my work as a SAC
issues slip out of our hands. The how it has affected the quality of
Coordinator, a House Governor.
our education, and 10 determine a
channels
of communication
the Chair of the ad-hoc Committee
course of action for the student
between
students
and
on Student Governance, and as a
administration are eroding. Student, body.
member of the SGA Exec. Board
3. Student! Administration
input on issues that affect our
this year, I have had experience
Communication.
Student's ties
academic, social, and residential
with both SGA and SAC. With
lives is not being sought or with college officials have been
this experience, I feel confident
weakened this year. We need in
considered.
that I will lead an open-minded
rebuild
our'
channels
of
It's
time
to
reverse
that
trend.
and efficient council next year.
Next year, we'll need a strong, communication and use them to the
greatest possible extent. Issues
vocal, and active SGA Executive
such as evaluations, 3/2, and. the
Board. I'm running for Vice
renovation
of Ceo should be
President because I care about
discussed more frequently and
student government. By electing
me,
you'll
be electing
a more openly. Students need to
those limitations should never
know
what's
going
on;
knowlegeable,
motivated,
become so specific that they
administrators need to know what
committed student leader.
infringe on a club's autonomy.
students think.
Issues for '92·'93
Finally, wben a club does 'violate
4.Diversity, The end of 'I he
I.Student Life. As the SGA
the rules, the Committee should not
MIMIC program shouldnotcause a
impose a penalty that far exceeds member who oversees budget
slowdown
in
curriculum
for
student
the severity of the crime, as they allocations
developement. The SGA should
organizations, the Vice President
did with The CQllege voice
urge the college to seek Bew
has a major impact on students'
In my lime spent at Conn, I have
sources of funding and' to 'revise
extrecurrtcutar life. As Vice
had experience
at an levels of
college government
I served on
President, I want 10help make Conn existing
courses.
Also, 111'e
the Executive Board of the Class of a more vital, varied, and exciting Executive Board should help move'
as Assistant to the President; I community. I will do this by the college faster toward its goal of
was Chair of the Publicity
reducing the restrictions placed on a representative population, and a
Committee for the Class of '94; I frist-year clubs; starting a club more welcoming community for
should be easier and more
have served as common substitute
students of all backgrounds.
Senator for my dorm this year; I rewarding. I will also make the
Apathy and stagnation do not
was recently elected 10 the SGA most of my position as a club liaison have to be the norm. The choice is
Land-Use Committee; I have been officer - club members should yours.
very vocal in complementing and think of the Vice President as their
criticizing
the SGA at both
SGA contact information and
Assembly meetings and in' The legislation. I believe the present
College Voice; and I was credited policy of open budget hearings and
by the Secretary of the AAPC with clear written explanations has
having proposed our newDean's
worked well, and I will continue to
List standards and with having
make the budget process more open
saved the "grandfathering"
of
those changes for our students,
I sincerely hope that on April? and
8 you will choose the VicePresidential candidate with our
students in mind. WRITE IN
CHAD MARLOW FOR VICEPRE~IDENT AND GIVE THE
AVERAGE STUDENT A VOICE
IN GOVERNMENT,
ONCE
AGAIN.
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PLATFORMS
Write In:

Peter Jennings
During to past few years,
Connecticut College has made
significant strides to improve its
commiunent to its reputation as one
of the nation's premier liberal arts
colleges. Although the entire
college community is responsible,
the board of trustees is certainly one
of the central campus bodies
eagerly pursuing the goals of the
strategic plan. The Young Alumni
Trustee position
is a vital
component to the mechanics of this
board, as it provides the board with
a solid link to recent developements
on campus and well as to the
college's newest alums.
In 1988, our class arrived on
campus energized with President
Gaudiani'senthusiasm and vision.
Since that time we have repeatedly
responded to the catch phrases of
the administration-"tradition
and
innovation"
and "the global
decade."
Each of us in our unique manner
has contributed to the growth of the
college. While some of us have
made a commitment to serving on
variousadministrativecabinets and
commiUees, others have challenged
the status quo on issues such as
divestment in South Africa. Wbile
some of us have strenthened the
college's relationship with the
community throught participation
in volunteer activities, others have
pursued excellence in the Camel
unifonn. Most imprrxantly, all have
brought our respective uniqueness
to invigorate and develop the
academic community.
Wbile many students have spent
their energies attempting to let their
voices be heard, I have spent my
energy pursuing the goals of the
college, and more importantly,
listening. While listening to the
philosophies of the college, looking
beneath the surface of these

SWIMMER Vice President

slogans, and monitoring
the imperative to the Young Alumni I am a strong candidate for Vice
direction of the college, I feel as if Trustee.
President
for
both
my
I understand the ethos of the
Our class needs to choose a INITIATIVE
as well as my
college. For example, while
Young Alumni Trustee who listens EXPERIENCE
with Finance
working
closely
with
the to the forecasts of the college and Commitee,SGA Assembly, SGA
Administrations office, Ihave seen subsequently responds to them. Executive Board, and clubs.
how the college has pursued its Although! feel it inappropriate to EXPERIENCE:
goals of diversifying the student list these within the prose of the • Chair of the Student Activities
body. Certainly during the last four platform, Ithink my involvements Council • Associate Chair of the
years, not only have the numbers of with campus will speak for Student
Activities
Council
applications
of these underthemselves.
·Member
of the
Student
represented groups increased, but
Please take the time to look at all Government
Association
also the campus awareness has the candidates' credentials closely Executive Boards Member of
increased. This understanding of so that you can elect someone who Assembly- Memberofthe SWdent!
the Connecticut College ethos is will represent our campus best.
Trustee Liason Committeee
Membero[manyothercommiuees
I know that my experiences this
year will serve to my benefit as
Vice President next year. I have
had the opportunity to work with
students.
trustees.
and
FOR
administrators in a number of
seUings, and as Vice President I
Dear Student,
students, I should serve the would hope tocontinue many of the
Over the past few years the students as an active member of the projects that were initiated this
studentgovernmentatConnecticut Assembly. In asssuming this role I year. I strongly believe that my
College has lost touch with its real will pay close aueruion to the real experiences as a club member,
purpose.! am running for president need of the students and the
president, finance committee
in order to change the focus of the changes that needs to happen,
member.
executive
board
SGA back to serving the needs of whatever they may be; academic or member,and Assembly member
the students. I have served on the social.
SGA Assembly for two years as a
I have the ability to lead the SGA
senator and have witnessed the and the innovation to make real
excutive board of theAssembly
change. Please vote for change on
lose its ability to effectively handle
April 7th or 8th.
issues that reflect the problems that
Thank you, Sean M. Spicer
During the past year theJ udiciary
the students have brought forth. It
Board has undergone
major
Plan for Change: • AcJ,ive and chang~s. The two most important
is time that the Assembly stopped

§®,9dlITIl § IJDn~®IT'

SGA President

will enable me to be a resource for
students in the future year.
INITIATIVE:
I am notafraid to change policies or
rules if there is a need for this to
occur. I will be commiUed to the
further implementation of the
Umbrella Plan and to aiding clubs
in receiving more funding from
outside sources.
I am also
interested in conducting a campuswide re-evaluation of dorm dues. I
would like to evaluate the amount,
look at its' affects in terms of
people living off-campus, and
examining the policy as it stands
with respect to the stipulations on
the spending of the dues. I would
also like to work with clubs and
organizations so that fundraising
can be a viable income for them.
The solution may be in perhaps
creating a committee that could
work to find new ways to fundraise.
I am committed to the clubs and
organizations on campus and I feel
that they are on of the strengths of
our campus.
Thank you,
Robin Swimmer

Julie DeGennaro for
Judiciary Board Chair

consistently

wasting time on issta':S

that have no effect on student life.
By electing me as president, I
wiII change the role of president by
becoming an active and voting
member of the Assembly. In the
past few years the president has
taken a backseat in bringing forth
proposals
and
actively
participating in debate. It will be
my goal to end this tradition. I

.

.

Alba
House of Bernarda
9,10,11
opens April

voting member of' SGA. ·Suppan

of cultural events, "Review of 3/2
and general education. review of
housing problems and special
housing needs, 'Review of student!
faculty ratio, ·Supponof change in
time that events must end to 3am,
• Support of "alternative" events/
clubs, • Accountability of all SGA
members. "'Thorough review of
SGA structure, 'Publicity of SGA
events and current proposals,
• Allow more student participation,
·Restructure of SGA committees
Experience: House Senator of
Harkness,
House Senator of
Wright,
SGA
Committees:
Alcohol
Policy,
Food,
. Shareholders Responsibility (voted
to divest holdings in South Africa),
·Orientation Commiuee, ·Sailing
Team Captain

have often substituted for both the
current Iudiciary Board Chair and
the President

changes are the addition of an
investigating
officer
and an

educational officer. One of the
most important jobs of next year's
Chair will be to work closely with
these two people in order to ensure
that these are positions utilized
effectively .
As a current member of the
Judiciary Board, I have worked
with the Board to help bring about
these changes. I have had the
advantage of seeing the way the
Board operated before these
changes; therefore, I will be better
able to examine them and assess the
merits and the problems with the
new system.
As Judiciary Board Chair, I will
continue to produce a monthly log
as Molly and Vinny have done this
past year. Although I have never
served as an assembly member, I

of the Class of 1993.

NextyearlwouJdJiketodeveJop
asurveywhjchwouJdmeasurehow

much people know about our

Honor Code and how effecti ve they
think the Honor Code is. This
survey will also serve has a
foundation for the Educational
Officer. I would also like to
examine the term of office that the
Judiciary Board representative
serves. Under the current system,
the representative serves a term

which begins before any training-Ibelieve it would be more effective
for the term of office to begin after
the training takes place.
Experience
'93
Judiciary
Board
Representative
'93 Class Executive Board
'93 Class Council 1990-91
House COWICil 1989-1991

Hi. I'm Adam Green
Position of Public Relahons
•
G
Director of Student overnmenL.
Many of you have become

s.
As Associate PR Director last
.
year I was involved With the
technical aspects of the job andas

displeased
with the Public
Relations over the past few years
beca
ofwhathasbeenperce,ved
use..
as an inadquate Job bi ~R
Directors. I am aware o. t IS
dissatisfaction and I would like to
tum it around. There are some

~e~~~
~~~lda~':":~:ltbe
.nh
d b
making it the
en ance
y
icular responsibility of the PR
~
tor All students should feel
trec..
SG A and be
welcome
into
1h.e.i.r
enc?uraged
to express

a Ho~se Senator I leam'ed the
prosses of Student Government
.
II
With
here at Connicut Co ege.
I
perfect
attendance
at SGA
Assembly for the past two years, I
am very well informed as to what
the issues are facing SGA and the

aspects of SGA that aleinate
students, but Public Relations, a
liaision beteween SGA and the
°t
t large will no longer
communi y a,

opmons..
eElection Board I
A~;harr~f:
increase stude~t
wou war f ferendum issues as
awareness 0 re
weII as of the candidates for

community. As a member of this
community, I would like 10 add
these qualifications to the much
'd
f th
needed persogal
s' e a
e

bel~~fe':':~a;:Directorlwill
k to make Public Relations
more than just hanging up signs
around campus. Wbile informing
the community of upcoming SGA

Student Govemment positions. To
aviod past problems, I would see to
it that all candidates are throughly
briefed on the duties of the
positions they are runnmg for to be

Position~.
bec~me :ou~:
Public Re bans rrec or.
you very much.
Adam

and I'm running for the
. . .

Call
ticket

for
reservations

439-ARTS

STUDENTS
GENERAL

$3
$5

.

sure 01they understand what the Job

.
..
th
events or ISSUes IS Important,.. ere
I the other side of PR - gIvIng
rs a so
h
students
an outlet for t ere
Althou h all SGA
gnevances.
g
tho I

..

ental
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SPEECH COVERAGE
Sean Curry
I. Sean Peter Curry, am
announcing my candidacy for the
position of Young Alumrti Trustee.
I want 10 represent the Class of'92
on the Board of Trustees 10 ensure
that policy initiatives are made in
the best interest of the suidems.
Often. these decisions are made
without assessing how they will
affect the student body. If elected. I
wiD make sure that the Board of
Trustees implirnents policies that
serve in the best interesl of the
individual s.udent.
Tradition and Innovation is a
fantastic concepc as long as we, the
collegiate community. don't forget
who

we

are and where we came

from. In
CoDege to
excellence.
capitalize

order for Connecticut
continue its drive for
it is essential that we
on our strengths. I

believe thaI the backbone of this
instution is the quality and
character of the student body.
As the Young Alwnrti Trustee, I
will make sure that the following
projects such as Need-Blind
Admissions.
the
Summer
Advancement Program. Athletic
Budgets. and Crozier-WilIams
Renovation recieve complete and
throrough
examination.
In
addition. if this college is truly
commiued 10 diversity. growth and
continued excellence. it should
maintain quality professors. small

classes.

increased

access

10

computer facitites and it should be
more accessible 10 the handicapped
April 7th & 8th, vote Sean P.
Curry for YAT. Vote for the GrassRoots Campaign and you will be
casting a vote in your best interest.

SAVEENA DHALL

Attendance was slim at Sunday's

Assembly waffles over decision
about Speech Night participants
by

As CCASA Political ChairNice
Prcsident and a member of MSSC.
I have worked on curricular issues

as well as other academic concerns.
Being one of the student
representatives on the International
Studies Faculty Commiuee and a
member of the College' s Diversity
Committee has given me the
opportunity to see the perspectives
of administrators, faculty, and
students on academic and non6CBdemic issues.
One of lhe ways thall

sabbaticals.
Some of the things I would do if
elected:
'get the Board of Advisory
Chairs more involved
with
interdepartmerual academic issues
'work
closely
with
the
Educational Planning Commiuee
to make sure that students have
input in the new General Education
Plan
"create
available

would like

a tentative

schedule

at department

offJCes of

professors going on sabbatical

*make sure that our concerns
about class size/course offerings,.
as shown by the SGA survey. are
addressed by the administration
This is only a brief description of
some of the ideas that I have. I hope
that you will give me your support
because I believe that that I have the
experience and the initiative to be
such as class size, course offerings.
the next Chair of Academic Affairs.
General Education, distribution of Just Do It ... Vote for Saveena
courses,
organization
of Dhall.

to continue the communication that
has been bui/[ among
the
administration.
facully,
and
students is by having more contact
sessions on issues that are of
concern to us.
It is essential 10 keep the student
body informed and educated in
order to work effectively on issues

Typographical and
grammatical error in the
candidates' platforms were
in the original copies. The
editors of The College
Voice have attempted to
leave the format of
platforms intact as much as
possible; therefore, no
corrections were made.

speech nighL

Carl Lewis

News Editor

During a highly unprecedented
emergency
meeting
Friday
afternoon. the SGA reaffirmed a
rule allowing only registered
candidates 10 participate in Speech
and Debate Night.
At Thursday's .meeting, the
Assembly, by a vote of 12+2.
passed a proposal allowing write-in
candidates 10 participate in Speech
Night ..One of the main reasons for
the pnJJJOSa1 was the Fact that lhere

are no registered candidates for
vice president.

The proposal
to allow all
candidates to speak at Speecb Night
was brought to the floor after Sarah
Huntley. publisher of The College
Voice, said write-in' candidates
would be invited 10 participate in
the newspaper's recommendation
process this year. Some Assembly
members believed it would be
unfair for the Voice to be the only
method for write-in candidates to
convey infonnation to the public.
An emergency meeting was
called Friday in response to the
concerns of some Assembly
members that the proposal should
not have been passed. At this
meeting,
new
legislation,
overturning the previous night's
decision, passed 9-7-2.
The primary concern was the
realization that the Assembly is
unable 10set rules for the election of
the Young Alumni Trustee. "The
Y AT position is not under the
jurisdiction of SGA. It is under the
jurisdiction
of the President's
Office," said Penny Leisring,

Leisring said allowing write-in
candidates to speak would give
them a privilege they are not
entitled to. "I don't think it's fair 10
students who signed up on time."
she said.
In the process of signing up for
the election. candidates agreed to
election rules that would have been
violated if write-in candidates were
allowed to speak, said Gerard
Choucroun, parliamentarian. "It's
a contract, in a waY,n he added.
Junior Marisa Farina said the
AssemblyshouJdnotalterru'esjust

because there are few registered
candidates this year. "This body
seems to be conforming 10 the
apathy on the campus," she said.
Some Assembly
members
believed all candidates should be
allowed 10 participate. "If there are
more people that think they have
something
to share with the
campus. we should let them." said
Robin Swimmer, SAC chair and a
write-in
candidate
for vice
president.
Adam Green believed only
candidates
for vice president
should be allowed participate in

(Reported:

l.n Let's

aol .. nd: NIJ Tl.mes.)
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have been held, because not enough

Assembly members were present.
"I was concerned with issues of
quorum and procedure." she said,
and added. "I did not feel [Reg
Edmonds, SGA president] could or
would give an adequate response."
She said quorum had always
consisted
of 19 Assembly
members, but had been reduced for
Friday's meeting.
"It did seem there was a lot of
confusion," said Edmonds, who
stated that the removal of senators
who had failed to meet attendance
requirements legitimated altered

MUSICIANS
DBOOK '92

AUSTRIA

Kecu£t.nl) to Europe this Summer?
Jet there Clnyti,me for $169 wi.th
.,\ '\.R,K'\.TCK I

Speech night.
Support for this idea centered
around the fact that this year's
election
warranted
special
attention.
"Not having any
candidates for the position is a
special circumstance," said Molly
Embree, J-Board chair.
Jackie
Soteropoulos, vice
president, left the room shortly
after the meeting began, and said. "I
have tremendous problems with the
procedure of that meeting."
She said the meeting should not

r
~
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SPEECH COVERAGE
Unopposed candidates
seek Assembly slots
Julie DeGennaro is running forthe position
of Judiciary Board Chair. She stressed that
her main job will be to put into effect the
Though running unopposed for their
changes that have been implemented this
respective positions, candidates for SAC
year.
Chair, Judiciary Board Chair, Chair of
She cited the new positions of Education
Academic Affairs, and Public Relations
Officer, Investigative Officer, the addition of
Director nevertheless
presented their
an appeals hoard as changes she will have to
campaign views at speech night
work out.
Saveena Dhall, candidate for Chair of
"The most challenging part is to work
Academic Affairs, stressed that she has
closely with the new positions," she said, and
extensive experience that would assist her in added that the evaluation of the new jobs will
this position. She cited as examples her
be very important
tenure as CCASA Political Chair/Vice
DeGennaro said that as chair sbe would
President and MSSC member as well as her
like to offer training for newly elected
experience as a student representative on the Judiciary Board representatives during the
Intemational Studies Faculty Committee
confusing turnover time.
and on the College's Diversity Committee.
She would also like to distribute a
She would like to implement more contact
comprehensive survey to measure students'
sessions involving administrators, faculty
opinions of the Honor Code.
and students.
Much of DeGennaro's platform was based
Dhall supports creating more class
on her belief that next year the chair will be
offerings. She staled that priorities need to most challenged
by implementing,
be evaluated and possibly the hiring of new
modifying, and accessing the current
professors is called for.
changes in J-Board.
"One of the major issues is going to be
"Too many innovative proposals with no
working with class size and course
fundamental groundwork will cause all
offerings," she said.
changes to fail or at least not be used to their
She proposed having a tentative sabbatical
fullness," she said.
schedule to help students in planning their
DeGennaro said that she does support
course study.
publicizing a role call vote because she
"In working with the administration and
believes that it hold J-Board representatives
faculty, I see they are very open to these
more accountable for each decision. She said
issues," she said.
J-Board representatives would be more
likely to not gel re-elected before they were
On the issue of General Education
swayed by public pressure.
requirements, Dhall believes that General
She also believes that there are cases that
Education, as it stands, has many loopholes.
could behandled by house councils instead of
She said there should not be a separate
diversity requirement, that, instead, what is J-Board, decreasing the number of cases
handled by J -Board each year.
in the required areas should have something
Addressing the question of the lack of a
to do with di versity.
replacement method when J-Board fails to
Dhall pointed in the direction of hiring
reach quorum for a trial, DeGennaro said this
faculty who can bring something different to
is an issue that needs to be investigated but
the department as one of the goals of her
that campus wide education of the duties and
position.
by Angela Troth
Assodate News Editor

"'r:~
Looking
I've been here.
I've been there.
Only to be told,
"SORRY, TOO LATE.
Take this address and go there.
I wish you luck."
Luck. Hah!
If that's what it takes,
Then I am doomed to live a lifeless life.
My children and I in homeless homes,
Never knowing for how long.
-Laura Lee Nash,
from the book by Barbara Bach,
The Women of the Regent Hotel

Candidates campaign at Speech Night
actions of the J-Board must come first,
DeGennaro stated that she firmly believes
in maintaining confvtentiality but that she
would support the hoard's position when
necessary.
'~I think confidentiality
protects the
integrity of the board," said DeGennaro.
SAC chair candidate, Gerard Choucroun,
believes that activities at Connecticut
ColJege can be improved.

According

to

Choucroun. the changes need 10 be both
strueturaland ideological.
"The format is not as conducive to getting
SAC council members' ideas as itshouldbe,"

said Choucroun.
One change he proposed would be for the
entire SAC council to meet less frequently,
but for the subcommittees to meet weekly.
He compared the current format to that of an
oversized class.
"Ideologically SAC needs to be more risky
and receptive to new ideas," Choucroun said.
Diversity in the SAC Executive Board is
important to Choucroun, who added that
SAC needs a change in general personality.
Other issues Choucroun addressed in his
speech were his hesitancy to repeat events
and his concern with the lack of tapping into

campus resources.
. Some ideas he proposed for SAC were
block parties and a fine arts festival involving
campus performers that would be held at the
end of the school year.
He stressed the importance of SAC chair
on the SGA Executive Board. Choucroun
said be foresees a tough year in which the
main purpose will be to revive respect for
SGA.
When questioned on the SAC chair's
position on the Finance Committee.
Choucroun
said he sees this as an

informational role and does not support the
SAC Chair serving on the committee, but
said he did not feel the decision could be
made without further research.
Choucroun said he was surprised that SAC
did not ask for money for a band in their
budget last year.
"1 would like to see SAC playa larger role
in me Big Band Committee, if not taking it

•

under its wing, .. he said.
Adam Green, candidale for PR Director,
served as associare PR directo« last year and

asserted that he has atrended every SGA
assembly meeting Ibis year.
"I have the edge that would allow me to
adapt," said Green.
Students must be kept up to date, Green
claimed, and he added that he proposes
increasing the responsibilities
of PR
Director.
To follow Ibrough with Ibis idea, Green
wants to initiate a campaign to encourage
more students to auend Assembly meetings,
and would like to plan more contact sessions
on issues.
He also intends to schedule office hours to
make the PR director more accessible.
When questioned
on the debate
surrounding whether PR director should be
an elected or appointed position. Green
responded, "The PR wreclOr in the past has
mostly been an advertising director, but the
PR is also chair of the Elections Board. The
person running lhis should be elected by the
students."
Addressing the question of what role the
PR director should have in the college
community, Green replied that he envisions
PR director as playing a larger role in the
relationship between the SGA, students,
faculty and administration.

Seniors, you are eligible to
vote for VAT and the SGA
Executive Board positions
on Thesday!
The College Voice
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SPEECH COVERAGE
Presidential candidates pledge to improve effectiveness
The two candidates for SGA president, in
their presentations at Speech and Debate
Night Sunday, offered ideas for iocreasing
the effectiveness of smdent government
Sean Spicer and CoUeen Shanley delivered
speeches and answered questions raised by a
panel consisting of Sarah Huntley, publisher.
and Jon Finnimore, editor in chief ex officio,
of The College Voice and Vin Candelom,
SOA presidential associate.
Spicer discussed the shortcomings of
student government that have become
prevalent, and how they can be repaired.
Shanley focused on methods of expanding on
the recent actions of student government and
addressing communication troubles.
A high priority for next year will be 10
improve the relationship between SGA and
the administration, according to Shanley.
"Communication needs to be strengthened
between both of these groups," she said.
She believes student government needs to
facilitate
more
respect
from
the
administration. She said. "We have to show
that we are worthy of that respect,"
Spicer agreed that evaluation will be
necessary. ''The comminee structure of SGA
has to be evaluated," be said.
According to Spicer, student government
has considered an inadequate number of
issues which are truly important to students
this year. "There are no true issues thai are Sbanley and Spker debate Ibe Issues Snday nlgbt.
brought up week after week," he said
have goals to set,"
presidenllO assert opinions on the Assembly.
"The issues have fallen by the wayside, and issues beyond Connecticut College issues."
The candidates were asked to identify
She explained; "I see the role of president in
Both candidates
believe the SGA
it is time to bring them 10 the forefront,"
specific
issues they have dealt with {nSGA.
SGA
as
a
moderator!'
Spicer said. and added. "My main goal is to Executive Board must find a bener way of
Shanley said she was instrumental in
Shanley stressed the imponance of an
working IOgetheT wJrl. the rest of the
organizing the emergency Assembly""
objective facilitator of representative ideas
Assembly. "There is a lack of
10guide. the Assembly.
communication between the two
meetings that were held earlier this
"It is time for tke committee
groups," said Shanley.
A goal of Spicer is to "integrate freshmen
semester in response to the release of
Shanley proposes to implement
structure to be re-investigated
into student government,"
confidential documents by the current SGA
president, "I helped facilitate and plan the
informal weekly dinner meetings
He believes this can be done by educating
••. There are a lot of student
with all Assembly members as a
meetings," she said.
the students more during orientation.
concerns that aren't being
method of discussing important
According to Shanley, there are
issues without the limitations of
orientation programs in place that
addressed. "
parliamentary procedure.
can be improved. "These things that
Both candidates believe stronger
already
happen
need to be
-Coneen Shanley, SGA
"The issues have fallen by the
leadership
training
for
Assembly
strengthened,"
presidential candidate
wayside, and it is time to bring
members will strengthen
the
She said other classes should help
effectiveness of the SGA.
them to the forefront ... My
the freshmen get involved in SGA.
According to Spicer, the president
"There needs to be guidance from
main goal is to make changes
make changes happen next year,"
should take a strong stance on issues being
above," she said.
Shanley said the Assembly should begin to debated. "I support voting and participating
happen next year."
Committee activities are also
examine
issues outside the college
in SGA as an elected member," he said.
issues that will be important to the
-Sean Spicer, SGA
community. She said, "We have to deal with
Shanley argued that it is not the role of the
SGA president next year.
presidential candidate
UIt is time for the committee
<,
structure to be re-investigated,"
Shanley said, and added, "There are
a lot of student concerns that aren't being
The issues Spicer dealt with were
addressed."
primarily concerns of the students in the
She discussed the importance of setting
dorm he represented.
He advocated
guidelines and goals for committees.
lowering the lockout fees and installing
Spicer believes the issues need 10 be cable television in dorms. He said, "My job
examined before goals can be set, He said
was as a representative, and I think I did
SGA should "work some issues out so they
that."

The following staff members
contributed to this Issuer

r:

Sarah Huntley
Rebecca Flynn
India Hopper
Esther Potter
Jon Finnimore
Kate Bishop
Amy Ross
Toby Efferen
Carl Lewis
Yvonne Watkins
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Sally Voorhees
Carli Schultz
Kate Burden
Dobby Gibson
Julie Granof
Dan Levine
Maiken Jacobs
Chris Scott
Angela Troth
Sue Feuer

Your vote counts.
Please cast a ballot on
Tuesday or Wednesday
in the Post Office.
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